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ABSTRACT
Wireless Mobile ad-hoc network (MANET) is an emerging technology and have great strength to be applied in critical situations like battlefields and commercial applications such as building, traffic surveillance. MANET is infrastructure less, with no any centralized controller exist and also each node contain routing capability. Each device in a MANET is independently free to move in any direction, and will therefore change its connections to other devices frequently. So one of the major challenges wireless mobile ad-hoc networks face today is security, because no central controller exists. MANETs are a kind of wireless ad hoc networks that usually has a routable networking environment on top of a link layer ad hoc network. Ad hoc also contains wireless sensor network so the problems is facing by sensor network is also faced by MANET. While developing the sensor nodes in an unattended environment increases the chances of various attacks. There are many security attacks in MANET and DDoS (Distributed denial of service) is one of them. Our main aim is seeing the effect of DDoS in routing load, packet drop rate, end to end delay, i.e. maximizing due to attack on network. And with these parameters and many more also we build secure IDS to detect this kind of attack and block it. In this paper we discussed some attacks on MANET and DDoS also and provide the security against the DDOS attack.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Mobile ad hoc network (MANET) is a group of two or more devices or nodes or terminals with a capability of wireless communications and networking which makes them able to communicate with each other without the aid of any centralized system. This is an autonomous system in which nodes are connected by wireless links and send data to each other. As we know that there is no any centralized system so routing is done by node itself. Due to its mobility and self routing capability nature, there are many weaknesses in its security. To solve the security issues we need an Intrusion detection system, which can be categorized into two models: Signature-based intrusion detection [1] and anomaly-based intrusion detection. In Signature-based intrusion detection there are some previously detected patron or signature are stored into the data base of the IDS if any disturbance is found in the network by IDS it matches it with the previously saved signature and if it is matched than IDS found attack. But if there is an attack and its signature is not in IDS database then IDS cannot be able to detect attack. For this periodically updating of database is compulsory. To solve this problem anomaly based IDS[2] is invented, in which firstly the IDS makes the normal profile of the network and put this normal profile as a base profile compare it with the monitored network profile. The benefit of this IDS technique is that it can be able to detect attack without prior knowledge of attack. Intrusion attack is very easy in wireless network as compare to wired network. One of the serious attacks to be considered in ad hoc network is DDoS attack. A DDoS attack is a large scale, coordinated attack on the availability of services at a victim system or network resource. The DDoS attack is launched by sending huge amount of packets to the target node through the co-ordination of large amount of hosts which are distributed all over in the network. At the victim side this large traffic consumes the bandwidth and not allows any other important packet reached to the victim.

2. RELATED WORK
The new DOS attack, called Ad Hoc Flooding Attack(AHFA), can result in denial of service when used against on-demand routing protocols for mobile ad hoc networks, such as AODV & DSR. Wei-Shen Lai et al [3] have proposed a scheme to monitor the traffic pattern in order to alleviate distributed denial of service attacks. Shabana Mehfuzi et al [4] have proposed a new secure power-aware ant routing algorithm (SPA-ARA) for mobile ad hoc networks that is inspired from ant colony optimization (ACO) algorithms such as swarm intelligent technique. Giriraj Chauhan and Sukumar Nandi [5] proposed a QoS aware on demand routing protocol that uses signal stability as the routing criteria along with other QoS metrics. Xiapu Luo et al [6] have presented the important problem of detecting pulsing denial of service (PDoS) attacks which send a sequence of attack pulses to reduce TCP throughput. Xiaoxin Wu et al [7] proposed a DoS mitigation technique that uses digital signatures to verify legitimate packets, and drop packets that do not pass the verification. Ping S.A.Arunmozhi and Y.Venkataramani [8] proposed a defense scheme for DDoS attack in which they use MAC layer information like frequency of RTD/CTS packet, sensing a busy channel and number of RTS/DATA retransmission. Jae-Hyun Jun, Hyunju Oh, and Sung-Ho Kim [9] proposed DDoS flooding attack detection through a step-by-step
3. ATTACK ON AD HOC NETWORK

There are various types of attacks on ad hoc network which are describing following:

3.1 Wormhole

The wormhole attack is one of the most powerful presented here since it involves the cooperation between two malicious nodes that participate in the network [11]. One attacker, e.g. node A, captures routing traffic at one point of the network and tunnels them to another point in the network, to node B, for example, that shares a private communication link with A. Node B then selectively injects tunneled traffic back into the network. The connectivity of the nodes that have established routes over the wormhole link is completely under the control of the two colluding attackers. The solution to the wormhole attack is packet leashes.

3.2 Blackmail

This attack is relevant against routing protocols that use mechanisms for the identification of malicious nodes and propagate messages that try to blacklist the offender [12]. An attacker may fabricate such reporting messages and try to isolate legitimate nodes from the network. The security property of non-repudiation can prove to be useful in such cases since it binds a node to the messages it generated [13].

3.3 Routing Table Poisoning

Routing protocols maintain tables that hold information regarding routes of the network. In poisoning attacks the malicious nodes generate and send fabricated signaling traffic, or modify legitimate messages from other nodes, in order to create false entries in the tables of the participating nodes [14]. For example, an attacker can send routing updates that do not correspond to actual changes in the topology of the ad hoc network. Routing table poisoning attacks can result in the selection of non-optimal routes, the creation of routing loops, bottlenecks, and even portioning certain parts of the network.

3.4 Replay

A replay attack is performed when attacker listening the conversation or transaction between two nodes and put important massage like password or authentication message from conversation and use this in future to make attack on the legitimate user pretending as real sender.

3.5 Location Disclosure

Location disclosure is an attack that targets the privacy requirements of an ad hoc network. Through the use of traffic analysis techniques [15] or with simpler probing and monitoring approaches, an attacker is able to discover the location of a node, or even the structure of the entire network.

3.6 Black Hole

In a black hole attack a malicious node injects false route replies to the route requests it receives, advertising itself as having the shortest path to a destination [16]. These fake replies can be fabricated to divert network traffic through the malicious node for eavesdropping, or simply to attract all traffic to it in order to perform a denial of service attack by dropping the received packets.

3.7 Denial of Service

Denial of service attacks aim at the complete disruption of the routing function and therefore the entire operation of the ad hoc network [14]. Specific instances of denial of service attacks include the routing table overflow and the sleep deprivation torture. In a routing table overflow attack the malicious node floods the network with bogus route creation packets in order to consume the resources of the participating nodes and disrupt the establishment of legitimate routes. The sleep deprivation torture attack aims at the consumption of batteries of a specific node by constantly keeping it engaged in routing decisions.

3.8 Distributed Denial of Service

A DDoS attack is a form of DoS attack but difference is that DoS attack is performed by only one node and DDoS is performed by the combination of many nodes. All nodes simultaneously attack on the victim node or network by sending them huge packets, this will totally consume the victim bandwidth and this will not allow victim to receive the important data from the network.

3.9 Rushing Attack

Rushing attack is that results in denial-of-service when used against all previous on-demand ad hoc network routing protocols [17]. For example, DSR, AODV, and secure protocols based on them, such as Ariadne, ARAN, and SAODV, are unable to discover routes longer than two hops when subject to this attack. Develop Rushing Attack Prevention (RAP), a generic defense against the rushing attack for on-demand protocols that can be applied to any existing on-demand routing protocol to allow that protocol to resist the rushing attack.

3.10 Masquerade

It is an intruder who gain the privilege of any one system as an authenticate user by stolen user password, through finding security gaps in programs, or through bypassing the authentication mechanism.

3.11 Passive Listening and traffic analysis

The intruder could passively gather exposed routing information. Such an attack cannot effect the operation of routing protocol, but it is a breach of user trust to routing the protocol. Thus, sensitive routing information should be
protected. However, the confidentiality of user data is not the responsibility of routing protocol.

4. PROBLEM STATEMENT
DDoS attack is the main problem in all ad hoc scenario i.e. in MANAT and as well as in wireless sensor networks. In the Paper with reference no. [18] Has an intrusion detection system in wireless sensor network which uses the anomaly intrusion detection system in which IDS uses two intrusion detection parameters, packet reception rate (PRR) and inter arrival time (IAT). But only these two parameters are not completely sufficient for intrusion detection in wireless sensor network and as well as in MANET. If we also add other parameters into it to make it works more accurately. So in our proposal we use different intrusion detection parameters in mobile Ad hoc networks. We assume that a mobile ad hoc network contains two or more than two mobile devices that are communicate from each other through intermediate nodes, each node contain routing table , in our proposal we use AODV routing protocol in all normal module attack module and IDS (intrusion detection system) for prevention through attack. In this paper we simulate the three different condition results normal time, Attack time and IDS module time through NS-2 simulator.

5. CRITERIA FOR ATTACK DETECTION
Here we use thirteen mobile nodes and simulate through three different criteria NORMAL case, DDoS attack case and after IDS intrusion detection case.

5.1 Normal Case
We set number of sender and receiver nodes and transport layer mechanism as TCP and UDP with routing protocol as AODV (ad-hoc on demand distance vector) routing. After setting all parameter simulate the result through our simulator.

5.2 Attack Case
In Attack module we create one node as attacker node whose set the same parameter like scan port , scan time , infection rate , and infection parameter , attacker node send probing packet to all other neighbour node whose belongs to in radio range, if any node as week node with nearby or in the radio range on attacker node agree with communication through attacker node, so that probing packet receive by the attack node and infect through infection, after infection this infected node launch the DDoS (distributed denial of service) attack and infect to next other node that case our overall network has been infected.

5.3 IDS Case
In IDS (Intrusion detection system) we set one node as IDS node, that node watch the all radio range mobile nodes if any abnormal behaviour comes to our network, first check the symptoms of the attack and find out the attacker node , after finding attacker node, IDS block the attacker node and remove from the DDoS attack. In our simulation result we performed some analysis in terms of routing load , UDP analysis , TCP congestion window, Throughput Analysis and overall summery.

6. ALGORITHMS
Create node =ids;
Set routing = AODV;
If ((node in radio range) && (next hop! =Null))
{
Capture load (all_node)
Create normal_profile (rreq, rrep, tsend, trecv, tdrop
{pkt_type; // AODV, TCP,
CBR, UDP
Time;
Tsend, trecv, tdrop, rrep, rreq
}
Threshold_parameter ()
If ((load<=max_limit) &&
(new_profile<=max_threshold) &&
(new_profile>=min_threshold))
{
No any attack;
}
Else {
Attack in network;
Find_attack_info ();
}
Else {
"Node out of range or destination unreachable"
}
Find_attack_info ()
{
Compare normal_profile into each trace value
If (normal_profile! = new trace value)
{
Check pkt_type;
Count unknown
pkt_type;
Arrival time;
Sender_node;
Receiver_node;
//sender node as attacker
Block_Sender_node();
}

In our algorithm firstly we create an IDS node in which we set AODV as a routing protocol. Then after the creation, our IDS node check the network configuration and capture load by finding that if any node is in its radio range and also the next hop is not null, then capture all the information of nodes. Else nodes are out of range or destination unreachable. With the help of this information IDS node creates a normal profile which contains information like type of packet, in our case (protocol is AODV, pkt type TCP, UDP, CBR), time of packet send and receive and threshold. After creating normal profile and threshold checking is done in the network i.e. if network load is smaller than or equal to maximum limit and new profile is smaller than or equal to maximum threshold and new profile is greater than or equal to minimum threshold then there is no any kind of attack present. Else there is an attack in the network and find the attack. For doing it compare normal profile with each new trace value i.e. check packet type, count unknown packet type, arrival time of packet, sender of packet, receiver of packet. And after detection of any anomaly in that parameters then block that packet sender node (attacker node).

7. SIMULATION ENVIROMENT
The simulation is implemented in Network Simulator 2.31[19], a simulator for mobile ad hoc networks. The simulation parameters are provided in Table 1. We implement the random waypoint movement model for the simulation, in which a node starts at a random position, waits for the pause time, and then moves to another random position with a velocity chosen 35 m/s. A packet size of 512 bytes and a transmission rate of 4 packets/s.

- Performance Metrics: In our simulations we use several performance metrics to compare the proposed AODV protocol with the existing one [20]. The following metrics were considered for the comparison were
  a) Throughput: Number of packets sends in per unit of time.
  b) Packet delivery fraction (PDF): The ratio between the numbers of packets sends by source nodes to the number of packets correctly received by the corresponding destination nodes.
  c) End to End delay: - Measure as the average end to end latency of data packets.

8. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

8.1 UDP Packet Analysis.
In UDP packet analysis we observe that the packet loss is more in the time of attack. But after applying IDS again the number of packets delivery increases. At the time of attack number of UDP packet received is near about 24 but at the time of normal and IDS time it is 37, 35 respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Normal Case</th>
<th>Attack Case</th>
<th>IDS Case</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SEND</td>
<td>828</td>
<td>533</td>
<td>844</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RECEIVE</td>
<td>804</td>
<td>482</td>
<td>812</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROUTING PACKETS</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>219882</td>
<td>174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PACKET DELIVERY FRACTION</td>
<td>97.1</td>
<td>90.43</td>
<td>96.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THROUGHPUT</td>
<td>107.815</td>
<td>58.13</td>
<td>87.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NORMAL ROUTING LOAD</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>456.19</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AVERAGE END TO END DELAY</td>
<td>852.04</td>
<td>751.64</td>
<td>830.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. Of dropped packets</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. Of dropped data(bytes)</td>
<td>23852</td>
<td>44556</td>
<td>28628</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to performance analysis in normal case, in attack case and in IDS case we observe that DDOS attack definitely affected the network and our scheme is successfully defence the network and also provides the protection against them. In case of attack we observe that the routing load is very high because attacker node are continuously transmit the routing packets to their neighboured and every node in network are reply to attacker node by that heavy congestion is occur. Packet delivery fraction and end to end delay are also goes low, which shows that packets are not deliver accurately and number of dropped data is goes high approximately twice to the normal condition.
8.2 UDP Packet loss Analysis
This graph shows the loss of UDP packets in all three cases. At the normal time UDP packet loss is near about negligible and at the time of attack it goes very high, where at the time of IDS it only goes to 2 packets.

8.3 TCP Packet Analysis
This graph represents the loss of TCP Packets in the time of attack. But after applying IDS the packet loss is minimizes and packet delivery increases. At normal time receiving of TCP packet is near about 34 packet and at IDS time it goes to near about 27 packets but at the time of attack it goes very low i.e. 2 packets.

8.4 Throughput Analysis
At the time of attack throughput decreases due to congestion in network. This graph represents after applying IDS throughput increases. At the normal time and at IDS time throughput is near about 107 and 85 respectively. But at attack time it goes down near about 50.

8.5 Routing load Analysis.
This graph represents the routing load; in case of attack it is very high this is the main reason of congestion occurs in the network. After applying IDS routing load is in under control. At normal and IDS time routing load is approximately negligible but at the time of attack it goes to near about 15000 packets.
9. CONCLUSION
The proposed mechanism eliminates the need for a centralized trusted authority which is not practical in ADHOC network due to their self organizing nature. The results demonstrate that the presence of a DDoS increases the packet loss in the network considerably. The proposed mechanism protects the network through a self organized, fully distributed and localized procedure. The additional certificate publishing happens only for a short duration of time during which almost all nodes in the network get certified by their neighbors. After a period of time each node has a directory of certificates and hence the routing load incurred in this process is reasonable with a good network performance in terms of security as compare with attack case. We believe that this is an acceptable performance, given that the attack prevented has a much larger impact on the performance of the protocol. The proposed mechanism can also be applied for securing the network from other routing attacks by changing the security parameters in accordance with the nature of the attacks.
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